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Abstract: Ecosystem services are essential for cities and are key factors in achieving many of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Such services are best delivered through green infrastructure,
which works in resourceful, multifunctional, synergistic, and environmentally sensitive ways to
deliver ecosystem services and provide alternative cleaner pathways for the delivery of multiple
urban services. It is unclear if current research supports the necessary linkages between ecosystem
services, cities, and green infrastructure in order to achieve the SDGs. To answer this question, we
conducted a systematic review analysing 3392 studies on the SDGs from the WoS database. The
contents of 66 of those with relevance to ecosystem services and urban research were reviewed in
depth. We applied network-analytic methods to map the relationships of different knowledge clusters
of SDGs research (1) across time, (2) across disciplines, and (3) in relation to ecosystem services
and cities. The results of our analysis show that research on the SDGs have developed stronger
networks from 2010–2018, but this research has not been sustained. Further, whilst research on cities
now occupies a central place in the SDGs literature, research on ecosystem services only shows
tentative links to both green-infrastructure research and SDGs research. Such literature on urban
green infrastructure remains peripheral to the central challenge of sustainable urban transitions.
We conclude that when it comes to the SDGs, research articles typically consider urban services
independently of green infrastructure. Further, it suggests that green infrastructure is not generally
considered as a sustainable alternative to conventional urban infrastructures. To address this serious
shortcoming, we recommend transdisciplinary approaches to link urban ecosystem and urban green
infrastructure research to the 2030 global sustainability agenda.

Keywords: green infrastructure; nature-based systems; ecological infrastructure; urban infrastructure;
sustainable urban transitions; bibliometric analysis; sustainable development goals; urban areas;
urban design; urban planning; transdisciplinary knowledge

1. Introduction

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were introduced in September 2015
and included a goal focused on cities, SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities [1]. SDG
11 acknowledges the unprecedented urbanisation taking place globally and the significance
of this trend for human well-being and its critical importance to global sustainability [2].
From 2015 to 2030, over a billion people will join the world’s urban population, thereby
increasing the urban share of the global population to 60% [3] with Asia and Africa set to
become predominantly urban by the mid-2030s and mid-2040s, respectively [4,5]. Growing
cities are not well prepared to accommodate urbanising populations in a sustainable
manner [6–8]. Because of insufficient and inadequate infrastructural capacity, and because
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of intensive resource use, cities are placing an unsustainable load on biodiversity and
ecosystems [9–13].

The report written by the UN High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-
2015 Development Agenda [14] suggests: “Cities are where the battle for sustainable
development will be won or lost.” However, current assessments paint a sobering account
of progress towards the SDGs. The Future is Now report states that “no country is meeting
basic human goals within biophysical boundaries” [15]. Around the world, cities typically
fall into one of two groups: those that are within biophysical boundaries but have not
met basic social standards or those that have almost met social standards but have grossly
overstepped biophysical boundaries.

The observed global erosion of ecosystems and ecosystem services [16] in the face
of urban development indicates that innovative, sustainable approaches to urban service
delivery that enhance rather than degrade natural systems are required. Achieving sus-
tainable patterns of living and ecologically positive economies depend upon how cities
of the world re-imagine their existing infrastructure and roll out the next generation of
urban infrastructure ([17]. To achieve SDG 11, sustainable cities must be constructed
or retrofitted following ecological principles, green-buildings standards, and a green or
ecological paradigm [18–21]. The robustness and resilience of these new urban systems
are critical for them to withstand climate change, extreme weather events, and rising sea
levels [22,23]. Finally, infrastructures need to be integrated as fundamental components of
urban areas and their ecosystems so that economic externalities that lead to unsustainability
can instead be integrated and transformed into mutually supporting systems and circular
networks [24]).

This study investigated current research innovation across the three areas of ecosys-
tem services, cities, and the SDGs. Ecosystem services can be defined as those benefits
ecosystems provide to people [25]. There is a large literature on ecosystem services within
specialist journals dedicated to the topic [12,26–28]. However, the contribution of ecosys-
tem services to urban sustainability in the context of the SDGs is an emerging area that
requires monitoring and review. Sustainable urbanisation involves the strategic manage-
ment and development of urban ecosystem services, yet these have seldom been considered
within current SDGs research on cities. Comprehensive reviews by scholars such as Wood
et al. [29,30] and Yang et al. [31] have mapped ecosystem services in relation to the SDGs
but have not specifically focused on the massive challenge that urbanisation presents.
Considering the current scale of urbanisation, there is an important need to focus on SDGs
research as it relates to both ecosystems and cities. For example, case-study articles by
Cumming et al. [32] and Chen et al. [33] assessed how ecosystem services can help progress
towards sustainable-development goals but did not specifically address urban contexts.
Here, we aimed to address this “urban” and “ecological” gap using a broad historically
based bibliometric analysis tracking ecosystem research on the SDGs over several decades.

Ecosystem services are delivered by what is called “ecological infrastructure” [32].
This model of service delivery has also been called “nature-based systems” or “blue–green
infrastructure” [34–36] and the more common term, “green infrastructure” (GI). Silva
and Wheeler [37] define GI as “a network of natural, semi-natural and restored areas
designed and managed at different spatial scales (from local to global), that encompasses
all major types of ecosystems (marine, terrestrial and freshwater), and that aims to conserve
biodiversity, mitigate emissions of greenhouse gases, enable societal adaptation to climate
change, and deliver a wide range of other ecosystem services.”

In this study, we were primarily concerned with the urban as a novel and intensely
anthropogenic biome [38] that requires innovation in the face of current urbanisation
trends [39–45]. We therefore prefixed GI with “urban” to denote its specific application to
cities and used the term “urban green infrastructure” (UGI). Urban-green-infrastructure
systems can transform traditional urban planning, governance, and policy and can help
institutions tackle global challenges such as climate change, biodiversity loss, air pollution,
water quantity and quality management, and aesthetics for human prosperity whilst en-
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hancing biodiversity outcomes [20,46]. This supporting infrastructure for urban-ecosystem
services consists of the green areas of cities such as urban forests, parks, river systems, and
urban ecology. In contrast to conventional mono-functional grey infrastructure, ecological
or urban green infrastructure (UGI) is inherently multi-functional, productive, and resilient,
leveraging the regenerative and complex characteristics of natural ecosystems [20,47]. The
systems-based approach of UGI is well suited to the complexity and interconnected na-
ture of the SDGs. UGI cuts across various goals and addresses multiple targets of the
SDGs [26,48–50].

Scholars such as Caprioli et al. [51] and Cumming et al. [32] have encouraged urban
governments, scientists, planners, and designers to look to the biological principles of
the natural world as well as consider the synergistic use of energy and resources [52,53]
to meet infrastructure needs in both a cost-effective and sustainable way. Urban green
infrastructure can deliver ecosystem services to support growing cities whilst remaining
within the natural carrying capacity of the environment [54–56].

Synthesis articles such as those by Johnson et al. [57] and Yang et al. [31] argue that
ecosystem services can make significant contributions to the SDGs. The provision of food
and water [58,59], the maintenance and conservation of habitats and biodiversity, climate
regulation through carbon storage and sequestration, and other ecosystem services can
all be delivered via ecosystem services [29]. Further, green infrastructure, which delivers
ecosystem services is a significant multiplier that provides dividends for economies beyond
the specific remit of particular urban-development projects. Water systems are particularly
sensitive and reliant upon a healthy urban-green-infrastructure system [60,61]. However,
Chung et al. [62] suggest that little global research has examined the intricate relationships
between built and natural infrastructure for providing freshwater ecosystem services to
cities across the globe. Equally with climate change, heat loads and energy consumption
within cities will become more intense and stressed. UGI can help cities adapt and build
resilience in the face of such energy-based pressures [53,63–65].

Ecosystem services are essential to achieving the SDGs. However, current anthro-
pogenic practices have run down this natural capital. Urban development and design
paradigms and infrastructure need to be radically reconsidered to address this deficit.
The majority of nature’s services provided are in a demonstrated decline worldwide [16].
Current prosperity and the infrastructure used to deliver it is unsustainable. Cross-cutting,
transdisciplinary knowledge necessary to engineer and nurture a new, more ecologically
sensitive urban world is essential [66].

To this end, this study reviewed the diverse literature on the SDGs and ecosystem
services and examined its integration, strengths, and lacunae, with a particular focus on
society’s preparedness for urbanisation and the use of green infrastructure to address the
urban SDG. The research was conducted through a theoretical contextualization, a critical
review, and a systematic review using bibliometric network analysis to assess the centrality
and connectedness of SDGs and ecosystem services concepts in the literature. Bibliometric
analysis is necessary to assess the current state of complex transdisciplinary knowledge
domains as noted by various researchers [67–70]. Sustainability is a transdisciplinary
area that draws its significance and strength from connections and links between many
domains rather than as an isolated disciplinary area. Network-based bibliometric analysis
and mapping of science therefore captures these many links and connections and shows
areas that are emerging or isolated and that need further development in relation to core
principles and concepts. Bibliometric reviews therefore build on previous research and
are useful to complete at periodic intervals in order to establish the state of science and to
identify both successes and gaps for future research to address [71].

This approach echoes the structure of the SDGs, which have emerged as a form of net-
work governance [72,73]. International mechanisms and cooperative initiatives such as the
SDGs are important to spur action across various stakeholder groups such as researchers,
communities, and local and national governments. To address the interactions between
researchers and the SDGs, a systematic review was conducted using scientific literature of
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the past two decades from the Web of Science (WoS) database. Specifically, we asked the
question: does existing research on ecosystem services support urban sustainability in the
context of the SDGs? Further we asked: how can research on ecosystem services and cities
“better support” the SDGs?

Three bodies of literature were reviewed (Figure 1) to address the challenge of urban
sustainability as it relates to ecosystem services and cities.

Figure 1. Research design and analytical methods (objectives 1, 2, and 3) to map current progress and readiness for
implementing green infrastructure to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Firstly, we set out to assess current and emerging knowledge on: (i) the current evolv-
ing knowledge base of the SDGs as it relates to cities more generally; (ii) the knowledge
base on cities, ecosystems, and SDGs to ascertain a contextual understanding; and (iii) the
current knowledge base on UGI specifically. In relation to these bodies of literature, we
asked the following three questions: (i) What are the SDG research trends and how have
they changed over time? (ii) What is the state of research on urban ecosystem services,
UGI, and the SDGs? and (iii) What knowledge gaps emerge through a critical review
of urban-ecosystem services and their delivery through UGI in the context of the SDGs?
Through this in-depth approach, we gathered knowledge to make recommendations on
how to change the observed situation and better support the SDGs through urban green
infra-structure.

2. Materials and Methods

Situating cities and ecosystem services within the broad area of sustainable devel-
opment entails a comprehensive review of a large and growing body of literature. The
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transdisciplinary nature of research in this field calls for a holistic view rather than an iso-
lated study of each sub-field. To this end, this study used bibliometric network analysis to
extract significant topics, themes, and disciplines to best investigate their connections. Bib-
liometric analysis is an acknowledged approach for assessing the current state of research
in scientific endeavours. It is therefore an effective method to assess science’s contribution
to the SDGs [74]. Various studies have used bibliometric analysis to understand different
aspects of the SDGs focusing on topics such well-being and food security [68,75], but, as of
yet, none cover SDGs, cities, and ecosystem services.

This study was designed to map progress in using ecosystem services to address
city-based challenges within the SDG governance network (Figure 1).

As the sample for the study, we used the Web of Science Core Collection database,
which is one of the world’s largest scientific bibliographic databases covering over 21,100 in-
ternational scientific journals [76]. Four levels of analysis were addressed to understand
both the context and readiness of sustainability knowledge for achieving SDG 11 (Sustain-
able Cities and Communities). The first objective addressed the temporal and network-
based nature of knowledge on SDGs. The second objective placed SDG 11 in the context of
the other SDGs, showing links to and from urban knowledge and its lacunae. The third
objective focused on the subset of knowledge on ecosystem services, urban green infras-
tructure, and the SDGs. Finally, this network analysis was used, along with a critical review,
to demonstrate the level of readiness for achieving the urban sustainability through green
infrastructure and ecosystem services by identifying research themes, links, and lacunae.

Bibliometric network analysis allows for numerous approaches to understand the re-
lationships between concepts and knowledge domains [77]. Bibliometric network analysis
shifts the emphasis from discreet, silo-based measurements of knowledge to a better under-
standing of relationships between knowledge domains through a mapping of links and the
connections between concepts, approaches, and features [78]. The shift from measuring to
mapping is one of the characteristics of systems science [79]. In this study, CiteSpace [80],
an open-source software package for bibliometric analysis, was used to generate connection
maps. To explore the connectivity of concepts and structural gaps and lacunae [81], two
types of analysis were used (Figure 2): (a) generating a bibliographic coupling where two
publications that have used the same reference are connected (objectives 2 and 3) [82] and
(b) generating a map of co-occurring terms, where terms that appear in the same title,
within the same abstract, or in the same keyword list are connected (objectives 1, 2, and
3 in Figure 1) [80].

Figure 2. Two techniques of bibliometric analysis to generate maps of (a) bibliographic coupling (objectives 2 and 3) and
(b) co-occurring terms (objectives 1, 2, and 3).

We used Gephi, a network analysis and visualisation software [83] to explore the
connections of key concepts (such as “SDGs,” “ecosystem services,” and urban-related
terms) using clustering methods [84]. We also conducted a quantitative analysis of the
literature using graph metrics (i.e., betweenness centrality) [80]. Betweenness centrality
quantifies the position of a node (term) in the network [85] and was used to identify key
terms around which the network was formed. Nodes with high betweenness centrality are
of great importance as they bridge gaps between clusters and provide inter-cluster links.
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These nodes are globally central and differ from local central nodes with a high degree
of connectivity.

The bibliometric network analysis enabled us to advance our understanding of the
field and identify emerging research trends. For objective 1, our analysis of the evolution
of terms over time permitted insight into recent research trends (Figure 3). The position of
major urban-related terms was highlighted to demonstrate how the urban SDG relates to
other concepts and terms (Figure 3 and Table 1). For objective 2, following the network
analysis, a critical review of the 66 studies was performed to understand key themes, links,
and lacunae within the clusters. Finally, a critical review was conducted contextualising
the analysed sample within key global policies, grey literature, and UGI research.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. (a–f) The network of co-occurring search terms (objective 1) depicting research trends on
the Sustainable Development Goals (a–e) from their development to the present at periodic intervals
and (f) the overall shape of the co-occurring term network of all research between 1997 and 2018.
The urban themed nodes are highlighted in each figure. It is apparent there was greater intensity
of research in some years such as 2014 and 2016. Apparent also was the increasing complexity
and peripheral nature of urban ecology and urban greenspaces relative to the collective body of
knowledge (also see Table 1).

Table 1. List of top-45 urban-themed nodes/terms visualized in Figure 3 as a network of co-occurring
terms (objective 1) ranked by their betweenness centrality.

Term Frequency Betweenness Centrality

Cities 38 127,629

Urban area 36 45,207

Rapid urbanisation 4 11,444

Multi-district urban region 1 10,978

City-based consumers 1 10,869

City brand concept 1 8802

Sustainable cities 30 6702

New urban agenda 20 6615

Leon city 1 5519

Important urban green area 1 5146

Coastal urban area 1 5139

Private urban green space 1 4740

City-based production 1 4657
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Table 1. Cont.

Term Frequency Betweenness Centrality

City 19 4010

Urban development pattern 2 3509

City development 2 3304

Tropical cities 2 2436

Traditional Latin-American
cities 1 2337

Urban environmental system 1 2330

Urban development 19 2207

Northern cities 1 2207

City branding 1 2204

Urban centers 3 2137

City operation 1 1893

Urban center 1 1872

Expanding multi-district
urban area 1 1872

Low-impact urban design 1 1773

Urban change worldwide 1 1593

Russian northern cities 2 1343

City brand equity 1 1104

City-port interface 1 1101

Accelerating urban sprawl 1 921

Fast-growing urban setting 2 870

Accelerated urban sprawl 1 497

Urban ethnography 1 313

Urban population 10 219

Connected cities 1 7

Urban ecology 1 5

Urbanization 22 2

Consumer-based city brand
equity 1 2

Urban greenspaces 1 1

Rapid urbanization 15 0

Urban policy 4 0

Urban air pollution 2 0

Urban poor communities 1 0

3. Results
3.1. Urban Themes in the Sustainable-Development-Goals Knowledge Base

Since the conclusion of the MDGs, there has been increasing momentum surround-
ing the SDGs, and this is apparent from a temporal analysis within the Web of Science
database, which is visualized in Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2. A topic search of “sustainable
development goals” in the Web of Science database in July 2018 resulted in 3392 records
(Figure 1). The term “sustainable development goals” occurred as early as 1997, well before
it was envisaged as a global governance structure [86]. By 2000, the term was linked with
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significant global environmental concerns such as “global warming,” “energy system,”
“rising demand,” “new millennium,” “greenhouse gases,” and “international community,”
but the terms were weakly connected (Figure 3a). A more-integrated network emerged
over time (Figure 3a–e). Between 2010 and 2012, terms formed distinct clusters, whereas,
between 2014 and 2016, term clusters began to form a more-tightly-integrated network.
This development emerged from networks of relatively isolated clusters during the initial
emergence of the SDGs that were slowly integrated through “bridging ties” (i.e., ties that
are not linked to a specific knowledge domain but exist between term clusters).

Table 2. Number of edges and intra-edges (i.e., bridging ties) in networks filtered by year.

Network Number of Edges Number of Intra-Edges Percentage of Inter-Edges

2010 (Figure 3a) 518 33 6.4
2012 (Figure 3b) 508 28 5.6
2014 (Figure 3c) 398 118 30
2016 (Figure 3d) 204 104 51
2018 (Figure 3e) 52 31 60

A different colour was assigned to nodes and edges that shape a cluster, which
is a group of highly connected nodes (Figure 3). Graphs (Figure 3a–e) depict all new
connections of terms in a one-year period in 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018. It also
highlights central terms that have a high certain centrality and frequency of usage—such
as: economic growth, climate change, developing countries, and biodiversity.

Table 2 shows the percentage of bridging ties in each time-based network. The goals
were announced in 2015 (Figure 3c,d). The graph of co-occurring terms in 2018 indicated a
decline in generating new connections compared to 2014 and 2016 (Figure 3e).

The cumulative image (Figure 3f) demonstrates the complexity and density of the
overall SDG knowledge network. The knowledge clusters at the periphery of the network
show various structures, with some more linear and some more centralised. Clusters at
the centre of the network support SDGs more strongly than those at the periphery as they
provide connections between otherwise disconnected nodes. Terms in peripheral clusters
are connected (through one or multiple levels) with central cluster terms. Within the SDG
term network, inter-cluster edges (i.e., bridging ties) constitute 13.2% of all edges in the
graph, whereas intra-cluster edges (i.e., connections between nodes of a cluster) constitute
86.8% of connections. Despite their lesser quantity, bridging or inter-cluster edges integrate
terms into an overall network. Edges between “cities” and “urban development” and
“rapid urbanization” or the edges between “ecosystem service” and “conservation” and
“biodiversity” are necessary to consider regarding SDG 11 as such urban terms were
generally positioned at the periphery of the network (Figure 3f and Table 1) and were
poorly connected to other thematic clusters with a low frequency of usage.

The investigation of the emergence of connections in the overall network revealed
that, in 2003, the emergence of “cities” and “city” occurs with clear connections to core
sustainability terms such as “environmental impacts” and “ecological footprint.” Other
terms that emerged in this period include “sustainable cities,” “urban area,” “poverty,”
and “urbanization.” Among urban-related terms, “cities” is located at the centre of the
network, providing bridging ties (Figure 3f). Connected to “cities” are terms such as
“economic development,” “population health,” and “policymakers.” The betweenness
centrality of the “cities” node was ranked 10th among 2320 nodes, indicating its central
position. As such, “cities” can be considered an anchor term that orientates research
and links diverse research domains. Other terms (e.g., “city development,” “urban area,”
“urbanization,” “urban ecology,” and “urban policy”) were mostly located at the periphery
of the network and were limited to their original clusters (Figure 3f and Table 1). Although
ecological and green-associated themes featured in the analysis and are listed in Table 1,
there is a notable absence of ecosystem services or equivalent or closely related terms such
as biodiversity that are central and highly connected within the SDGs analytic network
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presented (Figure 3 and Table 1). This concerning lacuna will be followed up and examined
later in the discussion section of the paper. Table 2 highlights that research intensity was
greatest directly before and after the launch of the SDGs in 2015 with new intra edges or
bridging ties peaking then falling off in 2018. This peak and decline of SDGs research is
concerning and is also elaborated on further in the discussion.

3.2. Urban-Ecosystem Services Themes in the Sustainable-Development-Goals Knowledge Base

In this section, we present the results for both our bibliographic coupling analysis and
our co-occurring-terms network analysis (see Figure 1 for the methodological process).

Based on the literature on SDGs and urban-ecosystem services (objective 2), the
bibliographic coupling analysis revealed four internally and externally connected clusters
as well as eleven independent studies not located within these clusters (Figure 4; Table 3).
We found four emergent themes for these clusters. These included specific or specialized
ecosystem services (cluster 1), ecosystem services in relation to a range of SDGs (cluster
2), urbanisation (cluster 3), resilience and sustainability (cluster 4), and diverse aspects of
the SDGs tangential to ecosystem services (other clusters that were not well integrated)
(Table 3).

Figure 4. Network of 66 articles on the Sustainable Development Goals and urban-ecosystem services (objective 2) based on
bibliographic coupling scores and cluster keywords extracted from a critical review.
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Table 3. Summary of the bibliographic coupling and critical review results of the 66 studies.

No. of Nodes No. of Edges Cluster Density * Main Themes Specific Topics

Cluster 1
(13 studies) 13 29 0.372

Ecosystem services
that contribute to

SDGs

General ecosystem services
(Wood et al., 2018), social

(Ramos et al., 2018; Yang et al.,
2018), water (Fang et al., 2018;
Nel et al., 2017), urban (Bibri
and Krogstie, 2017; Juraschek

et al., 2018), and landscape
(Mann et al., 2018).

Cluster 2
(17 studies) 17 121 0.890

Diverse topics
beyond ecosystem

services that
contribute to SDG

Health (Bangert et al., 2017;
Kaika, 2017), food (Landert

et al., 2017), energy (Anne et al.,
2018; Figueroa and Ribeiro,

2013), and sanitation
(Andersson et al., 2016)

Cluster 3
(11 studies) 11 18 0.327

The impact of
urbanisation on

ecosystem services

Land-use change (Acheampong
et al., 2018; Garcia-Nieto et al.,
2018), urban expansion (Mao

et al., 2018), landscape variation
(Abbas et al., 2018), GI

implementation (du Toit et al.,
2018) and climate change

(Bourne et al., 2016; Onur &
Tezer, 2015).

Cluster 4
(14 studies) 14 16 0.176

Building resilience
and sustainability

to enhance
ecosystem services

and SDGs more
broadly

Society (Tutu and Busingye,
2018), food (Dermody et al.,
2018), water and GI (Boelee

et al., 2017; Haruna et al., 2018),
disaster (Ricciardelli et al., 2018),

regional and urban
development (Sotoudeh and
Parivar, 2016), and quality of

life (Prakash et al., 2016).

Other
clusters

(11 studies)
11 2 N/A

Not-well-
connected studies
discussing various

SDG topics

Health issues (Andrewin et al.,
2015; Beatriz et al., 2018; Sheth

and Ieee, 2017), tourism
(Kharazian, 2015), and

well-being (Musa et al., 2018)

* Cluster density quantifies how close the cluster is to complete. A complete cluster has all possible edges and density equal to 1.

Cluster 1 (blue dot studies in Figure 4) covered how ecosystem services can contribute
to the SGDs from various perspectives (social, water, urban, etc.; Table 3). For example,
Wood et al. [29] examined how integrating ecosystem services into the strategies for meeting
SDGs can help to achieve human well-being; they also investigated how different ecosystem
services can contribute to specific SDG targets. Cluster 2 (purple dot studies in Figure 4)
contained the greatest number of studies and covered studies with diverse topics related
to a range of SDGs and topics including ecosystem services but also health, food, energy,
and sanitation aspects. For example, Andersson et al. [87] examined how sanitation can
be approached from a “resource recovery perspective, generating added value to society
while protecting human and ecosystem health.” Cluster 3 (red dot studies in Figure 4)
discussed how ecosystem services can be affected by different types of urbanisation, such
as land-use change, urban expansion, implementation of GI, etc. (Table 2). For example,
Mao et al [88] focused on urban wetlands (which provide multiple ecosystem services),
investigated the amount and pattern of wetland loss in China due to urbanization, and
found that the main cause was the expansion of urban built-up areas rather than industrial
or transportation lands. Cluster 4 (green dot studies in Figure 4) contained studies on
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how building resilience and sustainability can enhance ecological services and SDGs from
the aspects of society, food, water, GI, etc. (Table 2). Sotoudeh and Parivar [89] argue
that we should apply resilience thinking to select more-sustainable urban-development
scenarios to protect various scales of urban areas from ecological degradation due to
urbanisation. Isolated studies (various colours in Figure 4) covered broader SDG topics
(rather than only ecosystem services or SDG 11) such as health issues [90–92], tourism [93],
and well-being [94].

The results of the co-occurring-terms network analysis are shown in Figure 5 and
indicate major themes within two decades of literature on SDGs, cities, and ecosystems. Of
note is the important linking characteristics of the term ecosystem services; however, it is
relatively peripheral rather than central to the network. The network consists of 485 nodes
(terms) and 1353 edges resulting in 17 clusters (indicated as different colours with the
top 10 indicated in the figure key). The largest cluster (“sustainable cities”) is located
at the centre of the network and represents a relatively decentralised and interlocking
structure in which there are multiple local central nodes. The second-largest cluster
(“challenge”) presents a general term that has been frequently used in the literature about
urban ecological services and SDGs. The term “ecosystem service” represents the third-
largest cluster, with a more tightly centralised structure. This cluster included terms such
as “conservation,” “sustainability,” “indicators,” and “new urban agenda.” Although this
cluster was located at the periphery of the overall network, “ecosystem service” ranked
11th in the overall network for betweenness centrality, providing bridging ties to the three
other clusters “climate change,” “challenges,” and “sustainable cities.” The other central
term in the network, “climate change,” was connected to five clusters other than its original
cluster. Field-specific terms such as “sustainable tourism” and “health” formed the 8th and
10th largest clusters, respectively, and were positioned at the periphery of the network.

Table 4 provides more detailed information about top-10 largest clusters including
the number of nodes (terms) and edges (connections between terms), as well as cluster
density. The cluster density quantifies intra-cluster connections with regards to the number
of possible edges. Cluster density increased as the clusters decrease in size. This indicates
that terms are less connected to each other in large clusters, such as ‘sustainable cities’,
‘challenges’, and ‘ecosystem service’.

Table 4 also depicts the dominant term in each cluster based on two metrics, be-
tweenness centrality and frequency. This presents a more nuanced view of key themes in
each cluster. While in some clusters such as Clusters 3, 4, 6, 9, and 10 the same term has
been identified based on these two metrics, for the rest, the term with high betweenness
centrality is different from the most frequent term in the cluster. For example, in Cluster
1, ‘sustainable cities’ has the highest betweenness centrality and a central position in this
cluster while ‘sustainable development goals’ is the most frequent term. In Cluster 2,
‘challenges’ is a central term based on betweenness centrality, however ‘framework’ and
‘ecosystem services’ are more frequently used in the sample dataset. Also, to have a fuller
understanding of themes in each cluster, we present top ten terms based on their frequency.

Table 4. Characteristics of top-10 largest clusters and dominant terms in the network of co-occurring search terms
(objective 2).

Cluster/Colour
as Appears in

Figure 5

No. of Nodes
(or Terms)

No. of
Edges

Cluster
Density

Dominant
Term (Based on

Betweenness
Centrality)

Dominant
Term (Based on

Frequency)

Top Ten Terms (Based on
Frequency)

1
71 158 0.064 Sustainable

cities

Sustainable
development

goals (17)

Sustainable development goals;
sustainable cities; urbanization;

resilience; urban area; china;
urban; systems; vulnerability;

urban population
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Table 4. Cont.

Cluster/Colour
as Appears in

Figure 5

No. of Nodes
(or Terms)

No. of
Edges

Cluster
Density

Dominant
Term (Based on

Betweenness
Centrality)

Dominant
Term (Based on

Frequency)

Top Ten Terms (Based on
Frequency)

2
61 145 0.079 Challenges

Framework;
ecosystem
services (6)

Framework; ecosystem services;
land-use; challenges; impact;

human well-being; governance;
multiple ecosystem service;

urban sprawl; urban expansion

3
60 150 0.085 Ecosystem

service
ecosystem
service (12)

Ecosystem service;
climate-change; conservation;

sustainability; indicators; health
service; new urban agenda;

urban sustainability; services;
economic development

4
45 125 0.126

Sustainable
development

goal

Sustainable
development

goal (43)

Sustainable development goal;
sustainable development;

natural resources; sustainability
goal; millennium development
goals; millennium development

goal; development; political
ecology; public health; global

health

5
41 105 0.128 City

Achieving
sustainable

development
goal (4)

Achieving sustainable
development goal; city;

ecological footprint; human
development index; poverty;

sub-national level;
environmental sustainability;

environmental impacts; analytic
hierarchy process; large

proportion

6
34 93 0.166 Private

propriety
Private

property (1)

Private propriety; paved
surfaces; patio component;

management pattern; leon city;
patio model; plant uses;

multifunctional categorization;
leon municipality; important

urban green area

7
32 71 0.143 Cities Public health

(5)

public health; cities; developing
countries; global sustainable

development goal; 21st century;
sanitation; critical issues;
African cities; sustainable

industrial development; global
community

8
29 81 0.200 Sustainable

tourism
Population
growth (2)

Population growth; sustainable
tourism; data-collection method;

ecological conservation;
educational level; external

process; geo-tourism;
ecotourism; different seasons;
experimental research method
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Table 4. Cont.

Cluster/Colour
as Appears in

Figure 5

No. of Nodes
(or Terms)

No. of
Edges

Cluster
Density

Dominant
Term (Based on

Betweenness
Centrality)

Dominant
Term (Based on

Frequency)

Top Ten Terms (Based on
Frequency)

9
25 65 0.217 Climate change Climate change

(11)

Climate change; spatial
planning; additional

socio-ecological benefits;
addressing carbon-emission
management; aspirational

investment model positions;
climate-change scenario;

beneficial way; areas; adaptive
spatial policy development

process; addressing UN
sustainable development goal

10
22 60 0.260 Health Health (5)

Health; evidence base; land use
pattern; deaths; floods; decadal
effect; investigating risk factor;

odds ratio; climate-related
disasters; climate-related

hazards

A critical review of the top-three-most-cited studies in the 66-study sample (Table 5)
revealed their transdisciplinary and paradigm-shifting nature. The most-cited study, with
107 citations, was a review focusing on the futures of smart sustainable cities [95] included
in cluster 1 of the bibliographic coupling network (Figure 4). When compared with other
fields of study, 107 citations are not a significant amount of citations, demonstrating that
urban sustainability science is an emerging field. The authors, Bibri and Krogstie, con-
ducted a comprehensive review of the field of smart and sustainable cities and proposed
an integrated approach to align existing problems and solution identification for future
practices in smart sustainable urban planning and development [95]. This study discussed
“sustainable cities” (the largest cluster in co-occurring terms) and also covered the majority
of other terms in Figure 5 (e.g., challenges, ecosystem service, and SDGs). The second-
most-cited study by McGranahan and Satterthwaite [96] (with 75 citations) also appeared
in cluster 1 of the bibliographic coupling network (Figure 4) and in the “sustainable cities”
cluster of co-occurring terms (Figure 5). McGranahan and Satterthwaite’s [96] study links
terms such as ecological footprint, city, environmental impact, and city-based production
while challenging mainstream approaches to urban sustainability. The authors argue for
a focus on sustainable-development processes rather than the idealisation of sustainable
cities as a goal in themselves for the reason that cities operate as part of a global system
and therefore must demonstrate “concern for the environmental impact of urban-based
production and consumption on the needs of all people, not just those within their jurisdic-
tion.” In this way, the authors radically expand our understanding of “urban sustainability”
to operate across conventional temporal, spatial, social, and biological boundaries [96].
The third-most-cited paper by Kaika [97] with 38 citations appeared in cluster 2 of the
bibliographic coupling network (Figure 4). Kaika [97] challenged the metric-driven and
global-consensus-based emphasis of current sustainability and resilience efforts, instead
advocating for greater attention to be given to dissenting community initiatives. Terms
used in this study appeared in two clusters, “sustainable cities” and “ecosystem service,”
and included “resilience,” “new urban agenda,” “smart cities,” “sustainability indicators,”
and “accessing housing.” These three highly cited studies reflect major knowledge domains
in this area (i.e., sustainable cities, ecosystem services, and SDGs) that were among the
top-five-largest clusters identified in the co-occurring-term network analysis (Figure 5).
Although all three studies significantly advance theoretical approaches to “international
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mechanisms” such as the sustainable development goals (SDGs), they do not explicitly
mention UGI or address ecosystem services in a way that enables them to be applied to the
challenge of smart and sustainable cities.

Figure 5. Network of co-occurring search terms (objective 2) and top-10 largest clusters. The size
of the nodes represents betweenness centrality. To label each cluster, the term with the highest
betweenness centrality was chosen.
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Table 5. Reference list of systematically reviewed studies from WoS.

Authors Year of Publication Article Title Journal/Book Times Cited

Abbas, S. et al. 2018

SWOT analysis for socio-ecological
landscape variation as a precursor to
the management of the mountainous

Kanshi watershed, Salt Range of
Pakistan

International Journal of
Sustainable Development

and World Ecology
2

Acheampong, M.
et al. 2018

Land use/cover change in Ghana’s oil
city: Assessing the impact of

neoliberal economic policies and
implications for sustainable

development goal number one—A
remote sensing and GIS approach

Land Use Policy 10

Amos, C. C. et al. 2018
A scoping review of roof harvested

rainwater usage in urban agriculture:
Australia and Kenya in focus

Journal of Cleaner
Production 3

Andersson, K. et al. 2016
Towards “Sustainable” Sanitation:
Challenges and Opportunities in

Urban Areas
Sustainability 12

Andrewin, A. N.
et al. 2015

Determinants of the lethality of
climate-related disasters in the

Caribbean Community (CARICOM): a
cross-country analysis

Scientific Reports 1

Anne, O. et al. 2018
The water resources circularity and
energy efficiency at the wastewater
treatment plant of the seaport city

2018 IEEE/Oes Baltic
International Symposium 0

Bai, X. M. et al. 2016 Defining and advancing a systems
approach for sustainable cities

Current Opinion in
Environmental
Sustainability

55

Balashova, E.
Sharipova, S. 2018

Impact of ecosystem services on a
sustainable business strategy in urban

conditions

International Science
Conference

Spbwosce-2017 Business
Technologies for

Sustainable Urban
Development

0

Bangert, M. et al. 2017
The cross-cutting contribution of the
end of neglected tropical diseases to
the sustainable development goals

Infectious Diseases of
Poverty 40

Beatriz, E. D. et al. 2018

Urban-rural disparity and urban
population growth: A multilevel

analysis of under-5 mortality in 30
sub-Saharan African countries

Health & Place 1

Bibri, S. E.
Krogstie, J. 2017

Smart sustainable cities of the future:
An extensive interdisciplinary

literature review

Sustainable Cities and
Society 157

Boelee, E. et al. 2017 Overcoming water challenges through
nature-based solutions Water Policy 3

Bourne, A. et al. 2016

A Socio-Ecological Approach for
Identifying and Contextualising

Spatial Ecosystem-Based Adaptation
Priorities at the Sub-National Level

Plos One 11

Bridgewater, P.
Arico, S. 2016 Turbo-charging the Ecohydrology

paradigm for the Anthropocene
Ecohydrology &
Hydrobiology 2
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Table 5. Cont.

Authors Year of Publication Article Title Journal/Book Times Cited

Corbett, J.
Mellouli, S. 2017

Winning the SDG battle in cities: how
an integrated information ecosystem
can contribute to the achievement of

the 2030 sustainable development
goals

Information Systems
Journal 9

Corburn, J. 2017 Urban Place and Health Equity:
Critical Issues and Practices

International Journal of
Environmental Research

and Public Health
13

Dermody, B. J. et al. 2018
A framework for modelling the
complexities of food and water

security under globalisation
Earth System Dynamics 10

du Toit, M. J. et al. 2018
Urban green infrastructure and

ecosystem services in sub-Saharan
Africa

Landscape and Urban
Planning 17

ElMassah, S. 2018

Industrial symbiosis within
eco-industrial parks: Sustainable
development for Borg El-Arab in

Egypt

Business Strategy and the
Environment 3

Everard, M. et al. 2017

Developed-developing world
partnerships for sustainable

development (2): An illustrative case
for a payments for ecosystem services

(PES) approach

Ecosystem Services 1

Fang, K. et al. 2018

Sustainability of the use of natural
capital in a city: Measuring the size
and depth of urban ecological and

water footprints

Science of the Total
Environment 12

Figueroa, M. J.
Ribeiro, S. K. 2013

Energy for road passenger transport
and sustainable development:
assessing policies and goals

interactions

Current Opinion in
Environmental
Sustainability

11

Furley, T. H. et al. 2018
Toward sustainable environmental

quality: Identifying priority research
questions for Latin America

Integrated
Environmental

Assessment and
Management

19

Garcia-Nieto, A. P.
et al. 2018

Impacts of urbanization around
Mediterranean cities: Changes in

ecosystem service supply
Ecological Indicators 16

Guzman-Sanchez, S.
et al. 2018

Assessment of the contributions of
different flat roof types to achieving

sustainable development

Building and
Environment 8

Haruna, A. I. et al. 2018

Exploring eco-aesthetics for urban
green infrastructure development and
building resilient cities: A theoretical

overview

Cogent Social Sciences 0

Helmer, E. H. et al. 2018

Tropical Deforestation and
Recolonization by Exotic and Native

Trees: Spatial Patterns of Tropical
Forest Biomass, Functional Groups,

and Species Counts and Links to
Stand Age, Geoclimate, and

Sustainability Goals

Remote Sensing 4
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Authors Year of Publication Article Title Journal/Book Times Cited

Herrick, C. 2014 (Global) health geography and the
post-2015 development agenda Geographical Journal 11

Honeck, E. et al. 2018

From a Vegetation Index to a
Sustainable Development Goal

Indicator: Forest Trend Monitoring
Using Three Decades of Earth

Observations across Switzerland

Isprs International
Journal of

Geo-Information
4

Hong, R. et al. 2017 The unfinished health agenda:
Neonatal mortality in Cambodia Plos One 3

Jawaid, M. F. et al. 2018
Environmental Responsive Urban

Planning and Regulations in India: An
Analysis

Urbanization Challenges
in Emerging Economies:

Energy and Water
Infrastructure;
Transportation

Infrastructure; and
Planning and Financing

0

Jolliet, O. et al. 2018

Global guidance on environmental life
cycle impact assessment indicators:

impacts of climate change, fine
particulate matter formation, water

consumption and land use

International Journal of
Life Cycle Assessment 23

Juraschek, M. et al. 2018
Urban factories and their potential

contribution to the sustainable
development of cities

25th Cirp Life Cycle
Engineering 4

Kaika, M. 2017

‘Don’t call me resilient again!’: the
New Urban Agenda as immunology

. . . or . . . what happens when
communities refuse to be vaccinated

with ‘smart cities’ and indicators

Environment and
Urbanization 64

Kharazian, P. 2015
Assessment of Geo-Tourism Structure
in Bojnoord City Sustainable Tourism

Development

European Journal of
Sustainable Development 0

Kuhn, B. M. 2018

China’s Commitment to the
Sustainable Development Goals: An

Analysis of Push and Pull Factors and
Implementation Challenges

Chinese Political Science
Review 0

Landert, J. et al. 2017
A Holistic Sustainability Assessment

Method for Urban Food System
Governance

Sustainability 12

Lepeshev, A. et al. 2018

Ecological engineering of the sixth
innovation wave in system of

continuous training and Municipal
Facilities Development

International Science
Conference

Spbwosce-2017 Business
Technologies for

Sustainable Urban
Development

0

Mann, C. et al. 2018

The potential for integrated landscape
management to fulfil Europe’s

commitments to the Sustainable
Development Goals

Landscape and Urban
Planning 7

Mao, D. H. et al. 2018 China’s wetlands loss to urban
expansion

Land Degradation &
Development 29
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Authors Year of Publication Article Title Journal/Book Times Cited

McGranahan, G.
Satterthwaite, D. 2003 Urban centers: An assessment of

sustainability

Annual Review of
Environment and

Resources
80

Mihelcic, J. R. et al. 2017

The Grandest Challenge of All: The
Role of Environmental Engineering to
Achieve Sustainability in the World’s

Developing Regions

Environmental
Engineering Science 16

Munasinghe, M. 2012

Millennium Consumption Goals
(MCGs) for Rio+20 and beyond: A

practical step towards global
sustainability

Natural Resources Forum 9

Musa, H. D. et al. 2018

Enhancing subjective well-being
through strategic urban planning:
Development and application of

community happiness index

Sustainable Cities and
Society 4

Nel, J. L. et al. 2017

Strategic water source areas for urban
water security: Making the connection

between protecting ecosystems and
benefiting from their services

Ecosystem Services 12

Olsson, E. G. A. 2018 Urban food systems as vehicles for
sustainability transitions

Bulletin of Geography-
Socio-Economic

Series
2

Onur, A. C.
Tezer, A. 2015

Ecosystem services based spatial
planning decision making for
adaptation to climate changes

Habitat International 7

Prakash, M. et al. 2016
Multi-criteria approach to

geographically visualize the quality of
life in India

International Journal of
Sustainable Development

and World Ecology
3

Ramos, S. B. et al. 2018 Prediction of Human Development
from Environmental Indicators

Social Indicators
Research 2

Ricciardelli, A. et al. 2018

Impacts for implementing SDGs:
sustainable collaborative communities
after disasters. The city of Macerata at

the aftermath of the earthquake

Corporate
Governance-the

International Journal of
Business in Society

1

Rodwell, D. 2018 The Historic Urban Landscape and the
Geography of Urban Heritage

Historic
Environment-Policy &

Practice
3

Sal, A. G. et al. 2006
Private patios, a valuable hidden

heritage for tourism development in
the city of Leon, Nicaragua

Sustainable Tourism II 2

Sanwal, M. 2015

Global sustainable development goals
are about the use and distribution, not
scarcity of natural resources: will the
middle class in the USA, China and
India save the climate as its incomes

grow?

Climate and
Development 0

Satterthwaite, D. 2017 Will Africa have most of the world’s
largest cities in 2100?

Environment and
Urbanization 3

Schiappacasse, P.
Muller, B. 2018

One fits all? Resilience as a
Multipurpose Concept in Regional
and Environmental Development

Raumforschung Und
Raumordnung-Spatial
Research and Planning

0
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Authors Year of Publication Article Title Journal/Book Times Cited

Schwartza, K. et al. 2018 Editorial—Inclusive development and
urban water services Habitat International 0

Sheth, S. 2017

The TripleRM Global Health
Management Model (GHMM):

Strategic Risk Management of Vector
Borne Infectious Diseases to Build

Healthy, Sustainable, Adaptable and
Resilient Communities (Strategic

Global Health Security Risk
Assessment, Resilience Planning And
Resource Management in Urban and

Rural Environments)

2017 IEEE Conference on
Technologies for

Sustainability
0

Sotoudeh, A.
Parivar, P. 2016

Applying resilience thinking to select
more sustainable urban development

scenarios in Shiraz, Iran
Scientia Iranica 0

Tutu, R.
Busingye, J. D. 2018

Building Resilient Societies in Africa
for the Future: Conceptual

Considerations and Possible
Resilience Constituents

Journal of Futures
Studies 0

Wang, R. et al. 2018
Scenario-Based Simulation of Tianjin

City Using a Cellular
Automata-Markov Model

Sustainability 3

Wood, S. L. R. et al. 2018
Distilling the role of ecosystem

services in the Sustainable
Development Goals

Ecosystem Services 45

Xin, Z. H. et al. 2018
Evaluation of Temporal and Spatial

Ecosystem Services in Dalian, China:
Implications for Urban Planning

Sustainability 2

Xing, L. et al. 2018

Spatial correction of ecosystem service
value and the evaluation of

eco-efficiency: A case for China’s
provincial level

Ecological Indicators 3

Yamamura, M. et al. 2017

Areas with evidence of equity and
their progress on mortality from

tuberculosis in an endemic
municipality of southeast Brazil

Infectious Diseases of
Poverty 2

Yang, H. B. et al. 2018
Feedback of telecoupling: the case of a

payments for ecosystem services
program

Ecology and Society 4

Yang, Y. C. E. 2018 Gendered perspectives of ecosystem
services: A systematic review Ecosystem Services 17

3.3. Urban Green Infrastructure in the Literature

The term “green infrastructure” (UGI) was in the largest cluster of “sustainable cities”
and was connected to terms such as “climate change,” “challenges,” “heat island,” “en-
vironmental benefits,” and “socio-ecological resilience” (Figure 5 and Table 4). This was
expected, as UGI in the form of rain gardens and wetlands bring multiple benefits to
cities including flood mitigation [98], waterway health protection [99], microclimate im-
provement [100], and amenity values to urban landscapes [101]. Nonetheless, UGI studies
were relatively limited, with only two studies using the term “Urban Green Infrastructure”
in their titles. The review by du Toit et al. [102] found that sub-Saharan African cities
lacked in-depth studies on UGI and ecosystem services and especially supporting and
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cultural services. Haruna et al. [103] also conducted a literature review and demonstrated
how urban-planning strategies directed towards eco-aesthetics via UGI could assist cities
to develop and maintain UGI in the long term by aligning local cultural practices and
socio-economic preferences with sustainable processes. Three main limiting factors (i.e.,
a financial factor, lack of awareness, and land acquisition) were identified as barriers to
achieve future development of a culture of eco-aesthetics in Ghana. Two studies discussed
the topic of urban wetlands [88] and “nature-based solutions,” [104] which are synony-
mous with GI. Wetlands and other UGI (such as rain gardens and bioswales) have been
developed under the concepts of nature-based solutions, low-impact development, water-
sensitive urban design, and sponge cities and have received widespread attention in the
past decades for sustainable urban-water management. Even though research on UGI,
cities, and SDGs is growing [50,105], there is a lack of research directly linking SDGs with
UGI. Only a single study [104] proposed the use of nature-based solutions to restore urban
natural ecosystems as a way to overcome urban water challenges across four sectors (i.e.,
cities, food production, hydropower, and flood protection).

4. Discussion

Having analysed current research on the SDGs, from the years 1997 to 2018 (see
Figure 3) and the interrelationships between dominant knowledge clusters within this
sample and having reviewed 66 relevant studies on the SDGs, ecosystem services, and
cities we now consider the implications of our results for meeting the challenge of the
SDGs through urban green infrastructure. Based on our assessment of the evolution of
SDGs research (see Figure 3), it is evident that research on ecosystem services and the
green infrastructure that delivers them is not developed enough to play a central role
in addressing the SDGs through sustainable urban development, renewable-resource
provision, and the cleaner production of urban services. This is a missed opportunity
and concerning because based on current trajectories, the world will not achieve the 2030
agenda for sustainable development unless greater investment is made in sustainable
transitions [15]. Studies such as those of Schewenius et al. [46], Ahern et al. [106], and
Hansen et al. [107], undertaken prior to the formal launch of the SDGs, recommend
improving links between urban planning and the provision of ecosystem services. However,
more than five years on from these studies, our research clarifies that necessary research is
not resulting in the production of a transdisciplinary scientific knowledge base that links
urban green infrastructure to the 2030 sustainable agenda and the SDGs. This is evident
from the lack of scientific literature that frames UGI in terms of achieving global programs
such as the SDGs and the New Urban Agenda.

In the following discussion, we present our three main findings and subsequently
conceptualise how a greater emphasis on transdisciplinarity, and urban green infrastructure
research can change and improve the observed situation. Through reframing current
infrastructure in terms of ecosystem services, urban systems can prevent the production
of waste, whilst improving sustainability outcomes in the use of energy, water, material
resources, and human wellbeing.

4.1. The Evolving Knowledge Base of the SDGs, Cities, and Ecosystem Services

Our first and foremost finding is that within SDGs research, urban ecosystem and UGI
research is peripheral but nevertheless play a key role that can be enhanced through future
strategic approaches. We found that ecosystem services are often considered in terms of
conservation rather than as an element that needs to be integrated in a transformative way
into future cleaner sustainable infrastructure. This positions the green and blue spaces of
cities as a passive background rather in a more active foreground, that can shape future
settlement patterns and service delivery. This is suggested in the three sets of analysis
completed and presented in Figure 3 (time-based network analysis), Figure 4 (network
analysis based on bibliographic coupling scores and cluster keywords), and Figure 5
(network analysis based on co-occurring search terms).
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In the coupling analysis (Figure 4), ecosystem services were featured in the various
clusters in distinct ways. In cluster number 3, ecosystem services were considered predom-
inantly in terms of the negative impact that cities have on ecosystems and framed in terms
of necessary conservation approaches. Note the less well-developed and peripheral cluster
number 1, which specifically considered ecosystem services as infrastructure that delivers
services to the SDGs, and cluster 2, which is more central but considered ecosystem services
more indirectly in the context of a variety of other topics. Cluster 4 had the lowest density
but was the best positioned within the network map as it links the other three clusters. We
can therefore classify ecosystem services in terms of the following four categories:

• Ecosystem services that contribute directly to SDGs (cluster 1).
• Ecosystem services that contribute indirectly to the SDGs (cluster 2).
• The impact of urbanisation on ecosystem services (cluster 3).
• Building resilience and sustainability infrastructure to enhance ecosystem services

and SDGs more broadly (cluster 4).

Despite its lack of density, cluster 4 focused on building resilience and sustainability
to enhance ecosystem services and SDGs more broadly, which are arguably the most
important for building a holistic integrated approach for enhancing ecosystem services so
they can deliver urban services necessary to achieve the SDGs. This interpretation supports
recent research by Bush and Doyon [108] who argue that “Nature-based solutions directly
address and contribute to increased urban resilience. However, implementing nature-
based solutions is inherently complex, given the range of ecosystem services, their multi-
functionality and the trade-offs between functions, and across temporal and spatial scales.”

In Figure 5 (network analysis based on co-occurring search terms and mapping of the
10 major SDGs knowledge domains related to cities, SDGs, and urban ecosystems), the
ecosystem clusters were also peripheral to the central cluster, which was sustainable cities.
Cluster 3, focused on “ecosystem services,” is located at the periphery of the overall term
network ranking 11th in the network for betweenness centrality. However, it provides
critical bridging ties to three significant clusters such as “climate change,” “challenges,”
and “sustainable cities.” So, whilst ecosystem services are yet to be integrated into central
locations within SDGs knowledge domains, they nevertheless have a key role in addressing
grand challenges of a global nature such as climate change and urbanisation [106,108,109].

In our mapping of the 10 major SDGs knowledge domains (Figure 5), it was evident
that cluster 2 (challenges and ecosystem service) and cluster 3 (ecosystem service) are not
supported by solution-based terms or phrases such as “infrastructure” or “achieving sus-
tainable development goal” as can be identified in cluster 4. The research terms that cluster
4 integrates included, amongst others, “achieving sustainable development goal; city; eco-
logical footprint; human development index; poverty; sub-national level; environmental
sustainability; environmental impacts; analytic hierarchy process;” which tend to be more
solution- or process-focused rather than problem-focused as can be seen in cluster 2 and
cluster 3 (framework; ecosystem services; land-use; challenges; impact; human well-being;
governance; multiple ecosystem service; urban sprawl; urban expansion; ecosystem service;
climate change; conservation; sustainability; indicators; health service; new urban agenda;
urban sustainability; services; economic development).

Although there are a considerable amount of green-infrastructure policy and design
approaches being applied in cities around the world [110–112], this practical work did
not establish clear links to current research on ecosystem services in the context of the
SDGs. The evolution of SDGs knowledge is clearly charted in Figure 2. Whilst this
figure demonstrates the increasing integration of knowledge on the SDGs and the clear
importance of cites to current research on the SDGs, the role of ecosystem services and
green-infrastructure research is unclear.

However, there are exceptions. Abdalla et al. [113] and Mercedes Garcia et al. [114]
discuss how innovative grey and black water systems using green infrastructure reduce
resource use and provide better sanitation and water services. Urban green infrastructure
approaches also can reduce the energy needed to transport and produce water, assist with
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the recovery of energy and resources, and even assist in the production of “clean” energy,
thereby lessening pressures on natural resources and the ecosystems waste paradigm. Masi
et al. [115] argues that cities need to adopt biogeochemical cycles, integrating a resource-
oriented, circular economy and ecosystem-service considerations, and, in doing so, move
beyond the current “waste” paradigm that dominates cities globally. Such ecosystem-
service modes of service delivery however need to be tailored to local cultural and economic
contexts. Further, Cetrulo et al. [116] highlighted that current SDGs approaches do not
allow robust conclusions about inequality and accessibility of ecosystem services such as
water. Urban development in rapidly urbanizing contexts can exacerbate inequality within
cities [60], and this extends to ecosystem services, which are particularly important for
vulnerable and poorer populations.

Finally, our temporal analysis of the literature on SDGs demonstrates that relevant
knowledge networks have developed over time, but those related to ecosystem services
and green infrastructure remain largely peripheral and require better integration within
future research agendas. For example, the betweenness centrality of “urban greenspace”
was “1,” signalling its peripheral position and low ranking within the SDGs cluster. Further
“urban ecology” had a betweenness centrality of “5,” signalling its peripheral position
and only slightly higher ranking than “urban green space” (Figure 3; Table 1). The tem-
poral analysis therefore demonstrates the importance for urban green-infrastructure- and
ecosystem-focused researchers to be cognisant of linking their work to central or anchor
terms and themes (i.e., sustainability, resilience, economic growth, biodiversity, and climate
change) but also to position their work in terms of mainstream infrastructure concepts
to generate new more robust links to emerging concepts such as “climate change adap-
tation,” “actionable knowledge,” “rapid urbanisation,” and “new urban agenda” and
more mainstream concepts such as “health policy” and “well-being,” where ecological and
green infrastructure have considerable potential to contribute to as current research well
supports [20,57,106,117,118].

4.2. The State of Research on Urban Green Infrastructure and the SDGs

Our second finding concerns the lack of literature explicitly linking urban green
infrastructure (UGI) and the many diverse areas of cities and the SDGs. Although Figure 5
shows a strong association between ecosystem services and climate change, there were
weak linkages with other areas such as health, private property, and cities more generally.
Our insights therefore complement research by authors such as Zinkernagel et al. [119] who
have highlighted a need for more research on localizing the SDGs for specific urban targets.
Considering the worldwide scale of urbanisation, innovative research is needed to support
global sustainable governance and develop cleaner and more-sustainable infrastructure
to achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the SDGs. Urban green
infrastructure (UGI) can deliver the ecosystem services necessary to achieve multiple
SDGs [29] as it works in resourceful, multifunctional, synergistic, and environmentally
sensitive ways to provide alternative cleaner pathways for the delivery of multiple urban
services. Despite research by authors such as Johnson et al. [57], who show the usefulness
and potential of urban ecosystem services for achieving multiple SDGs, our research
demonstrates a lack of literature that demonstrates practical and applied approaches
for delivering ecosystem services through green infrastructure to achieve the SDGs in
innovative and synergistic ways necessary for the network-based structure of this global
mechanism. This is critical because UGI is vital for delivering ecosystem services that are
key to addressing so many of the SDG targets [49].

The lack of research on the application of UGI for the SDGs suggests that that research
communities are not engaged with local, urban, or global agencies in advancing innovative
green infrastructure solutions to serious pollution, climate, and resource problems. As
Bhaduri et al. [59] points out with specific reference to water services, the SDGs generally
are measured at a national level, and local and urban assessments on water risk assessment
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is needed as global-scale assessments may overlook them, masking distinctive local water
challenges [61] and risks particular to the urban context.

Despite substantial and sophisticated bodies of work being undertaken at the local
government level and in professional capacities [120,121], these generally have not been
benchmarked against global mechanisms such as the SDGs. Even a cosmopolitan global
city such as New York [122], which has a multiyear green-infrastructure-reporting mech-
anism, remains largely parochial in its lack of global benchmarking and links to critical
global policies.

Although ecosystem services are relatively new as a scientific concept, the basic
ecological principles that they emerge from have a long history in urban-planning and
urban-sustainability initiatives. For example, eco-cities [123] have previously been put
forward as an innovative way of better addressing urban-sustainability challenges around
the world in locations as diverse as Europe, China, and Africa. They have been described
as urban settlements that “minimises waste and pollution, maximises energy efficiency
in buildings and transportation, utilises renewable energy and resources . . . provides
good-quality public spaces for citizens, and conserves valued features of the local ecology
and landscape” [124]. Lin [123] defines ecocities as “an ecologically healthy city that
enables residents to live a high-quality life with minimal impact on the environment, a
goal tied to the notion of sustainability and broadly accepted across cultures.” Perhaps
Chang et al [125] offer the best and most-concise definition, emphasizing that eco-cities
express the possibility of an urban future in which urban growth becomes compatible with
ecological processes.

Although numerous urban areas have aspired to become eco-cities, settlements such as
Singapore have long conserved water and forest systems to safeguard ecosystem services
whilst also developing specialized metrics to monitor and understand the health and
sustainability of the city [126]. Such historical examples provide important precedents
for cities looking to achieve the SDGs through better conservation and design innovation
with ecosystem services. Nevertheless, such exemplars are not always well linked to
SDGs-urban-focused research. Scholars such as Zinkernagel et al. [119] suggest further
research is needed to calibrate and adapt SDGs, targets, and indicators to cities and urban
contexts. Knowledge exchange and transfer can be supported by linking and evaluating
such existing ecosystem services and green-infrastructure initiatives [127] with the SDGs.

There are a number of important global policies that attempt to advance research and
policy on ecosystem services relevant to cities and urban areas. These include the Cities
and Biodiversity Outlook (CBO), which lays out the various ways biodiversity is significant
to cities through ten guiding principles. In presenting messages for strengthening conser-
vation and sustainable use of natural resources in an urban context, the CBO mentions
green infrastructure in relation to a number of local government initiatives in cities such as
Cape Town and Sao Paulo [128]. The CBO document also references and closely integrates
a number of global policies such as The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)
and the Aichi targets, which are indispensable non-binding documents relevant to urban
biodiversity conservation [129,130].

There are significant barriers to harnessing urban-ecosystem-services research, includ-
ing the multiscalar assessment of sustainability in a way that is relevant and measurable for
cities [52]. To address this challenge, future research can emphasize data collection at the
urban scale and can also ensure that national datasets can be disaggregated geographically
to the urban scale [131,132]. This sensitivity to the urban can assist with measuring and
understanding local performance and urban equity, whilst also facilitating the creation of
appropriate benchmarks and appropriate targets for urban-sustainability indicators [133].
High-resolution datasets gathered from both remote sensing and IoT have the potential to
help overcome such data-collection challenges [134,135].

There is an awareness amongst researchers that better linkages need to be established
between policy and governance scales. Khoshkar et al. [136,137] highlight this in their
recent study on enhancing ecosystem services within local or municipal planning. Although
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our research suggests that health and ecosystem services share weak linkages when it comes
to SDGs research, there is an increasing awareness of the social and cultural importance of
ecosystem services in cities research [138]. Such research needs to be better integrated into
the SDGs knowledge networks to ensure that globally cities both benefit from ecosystem
services and act to protect them.

4.3. Addressing Critical Knowledge Gaps to Harness UGI to Meet the SDGs

Our third major finding is that transdisciplinary knowledge explicitly relating to
urban green infrastructure is missing from the current conversation on the SDGs. Based
on our results, we make recommendations on how to change the observed situation in
which knowledge is fragmented between ecosystem services, policy, and professional
practice and to better support the SDGs through coherent socially relevant research on
urban green infrastructure.

The central location of the term “cities” in the overall SDGs network (Figure 3f) demon-
strates its significance in SDG research. However, as we explained in relation to our first
finding, urban-focused research efforts presented by terms such as urban ecology, urban
policy, and urban development within the Web of Science sample were peripheral rather
than central. One reason is that urban research is not well focused on the city as a system
that is intertwined with social and ecological systems [139]. Authors such as Childers
et al. [23,140] have advanced a “transformative model that merges urban design and ecol-
ogy into an inclusive, creative, knowledge-to-action process,” a significant contribution
towards a more networked position that anchors urban-based knowledge amongst the
other SDGs domains. Future GI must promote both traditional green spaces and urban
ecological systems but must also work with a range of sectors across the SDGs to transform
water, biodiversity, and food systems [29]. To create and advance such forms of action,
scientists, designers, and urbanists will have to transform conventional ways of working
to more open networked communication and collaborative models. Within academic
institutions, conventional administrative and disciplinary silo structures fragment knowl-
edge along disciplinary lines. Further promotional and tenure processes disincentivise
transdisciplinary work, whilst faculty reward and funding processes promote disciplinary
boundaries [141]. The results of our analysis demonstrate that while many knowledge clus-
ters demonstrate strong multidisciplinarity (i.e., integrating several disciplines to address
research questions), there is a lack of transdisciplinary studies focused on SDGs and urban
GI. Such studies would seek to transform current urban planning, design, development,
and management paradigms to enable and promote transdisciplinary urban solutions that
elevate urban ecology as a foundation for future cities [24].

Our review of studies on the SDGs, ecosystem services, and UGI contained few
paradigm-shifting studies of the kind needed to transform the current situation. Influential
research such as that of McGranahan and Satterthwaite [96] advanced our understanding
of urban and global systems and advocated for a more-inclusive and synthetic approach
to urban sustainability. However, most studies in the sample focused within disciplinary
silos rather than across urban sustainability and change. While these disciplinary studies
provide useful and important information, there is a need for an increased quantum of
research that explicitly links the delivery of urban ecosystems services to a greater diversity
of disciplinary areas and approaches.

Various studies note the difficulty of embedding ecological paradigms in the anthro-
pogenic perspective engendered by urban studies [142,143]. It is also apparent that it is
difficult for ecologists to wrap their heads around “design” ways of thinking [144] and what
Pohl et al. [145] characterize as the realm of practice, which is concerned with “what works”
rather than “what is true,” which is characteristic of scientific research. Current cross-
disciplinary studies that advance emerging and new disciplines can be seen as a bridge to
developing transdisciplinary approaches [146,147]. Transdisciplinarity was developed fol-
lowing international consensus on the Brundtland report [148] as an approach to transcend
disciplinary boundaries and achieve global and environmental change. As an iterative and
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evolving method that draws upon a range of perspectives and developmental approaches,
transdisciplinarity is necessary to integrate urban ecosystem services in mainstream ur-
ban studies. Studies such as that by Mann et al. [149] focus on multi-actor, multi-sector
action, and collaboration to achieve superior outcomes in advancing SDG 11. Likewise,
Nel et al. [27] and Ricciardelli et al. [150] focused on collaboration to achieve water security
and disaster resilience. To facilitate genuine society-based collaboration, transdisciplinary
research promotes stakeholder engagement with experts and communities [151–153]. Bern-
stein [154] and Wickson and Carew [155], promote such transdisciplinary practice through
stakeholder engagement and collaboration techniques. In the term-based bibliographic
analysis (Figure 4), the orange cluster on urbanisation integrated a range of action-based
and transdisciplinary terms such as “bottom-up approach,” “global unrest,” “global coali-
tion,” “broad multilateral agreement,” and “innovative future vision.” This cluster must
be further developed to interact with other domain clusters to foster transdisciplinarity.
To harness UGI to address urban-sustainability research, transdisciplinary team-building
needs to be seen as a wicked problem all of its own [156].

Currently, multiple SDGs can be addressed by urban green infrastructure (UGI), but
these are usually addressed in a fragmentary and isolated way. For example, ecosystem
services may be considered in isolation in terms of metrics, but how these can be produced
or enhanced and used to address multiple urban problems and challenges is rarely consid-
ered in combination and in a holistic way. By bringing together experts with multiple ways
of seeing, understanding, handling, and working to resolve problems, the network-based
nature of UGI can be leveraged to address the distance between those who understand and
measure ecosystem services and those who envision and build urban green infrastructure.
Further, the complex interactions between the SDGs are very difficult to understand and
address in everyday practice, especially when dealing with emerging knowledge domains
such as urban ecosystem services and through urban green infrastructure. Transdisci-
plinary approaches such as that proposed by Figure 6 can help to integrate and address the
various cross-system challenges presented by the SDGs.

Figure 6. This diagram, adapted from Pohl et al. [145]; Hoffmann et al. [157]; and Lang et al. [158], visualises and clarifies
the separation between “scientific knowledge production and societal problem handling” [145] and how the strengths
of each maybe leveraged to better address the SDGs. Current knowledge production is largely typified by the smaller
circular arrows representing science or society defining and addressing its own set of problems and/or questions. To
develop research that integrates both the definitions and understanding of the urban ecosystems and their integration
and enhancement to address societal problems, the larger, circular, dashed arrows that integrate both stakeholder groups
in the process of transdisciplinary research necessary for addressing the SDGs grand challenges need to be followed. By
bringing together both the scientific and design ways of thinking for working on SDGs and UGI -focused research, a broad
cross-section of SDGs can be addressed (SDGS 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 identified by Wood et al., 2019).
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There is a lack of clarity about how ecosystem services contribute to urban needs
and outcomes. Hansen et al. [110] state that the scepticisms of some “practitioners have
to be considered, and research needs to provide proof of the validity and added value of
ES approaches.” Transdisciplinary approaches can strengthen holistic perspectives and
the links between research on ecosystem services, UGI, and urban nature and its mani-
fold contributions to the SDGs. Such research can identify additional benefits from the
environment not usually considered in the practical approaches of professionals and local
governments. By bringing stakeholders together to further transdisciplinary research,
green infrastructure has a better chance of overcoming existing barriers to address the
formidable range of problems that have been identified as being suitable targets for such
approaches [49,57,63,158–160]. As Pohl et al. [145] state, the “challenge of a td (transdisci-
plinary) research process is to provide links between ‘science’ and ‘practice.’”

In relation to this last finding, of the separation between practical applied knowledge
on UGI and other urban and ecosystem knowledge domains, it is evident that continued
development of urban science and design domains and ways of working is needed so they
can function as “knowledge networks.” Advocacy for these ways of working is required
from both research scientists and those engaged as design professionals. Researchers can
increase the relevance and impact of their research by collaborating with professionals
in implementing and planning future cities and GI. Current transdisciplinary knowledge
suggests multiple ways to facilitate this; however, we found the clearest and most prac-
tical exposition of the transdisciplinary approach in the work of Pohl et al. [145,160] as
introduced above (Figure 6). Pohl et al. [145] recommend a clear process that brings to-
gether multiple steps under three stages. These are firstly matching research questions
with societal knowledge demand, secondly identifying relevant researchers, professionals,
communities, and governments and planning how to support collaboration between these
stakeholders, and finally reflecting about the impact and the process after projects have
been implemented through a regular reporting process [145].

What is clear is that mainstreaming peripheral urban systems and approaches char-
acteristic of UGI will require innovative and sometimes unconventional approaches very
different to those used to deliver the monofunctional grey infrastructure currently used
to deliver and structure many of the current services in cities. A softer, more-reflexive
approach drawing on a wider range of expertise, disciplines, and processes will be required
to envision and implement the UGI necessary to transform our cities so that they may meet
the 2030 sustainable development agenda.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a critical and systematic literature search on the SDGs, urban ecosystem
services, and UGI revealed a critical knowledge gap on how ecosystem services can help
cities achieve the SDGs. To assess current research on the SDGs and linkages between
UGI and the SDGs, we analysed 3392 studies on the SDGs in the WoS database and
reviewed 66 of those with relevance to ecosystem services and urban research. We used
analytic approaches from network science to understand the relationship of different
clusters of SDGs research from 2010 to 2018 across disciplines and in relation to urban
green infrastructure.

We found that research on the SDGs has developed stronger networks over time
but that not all networks on knowledge domains were well integrated with research on
the SDGs. For example, whilst research on “cities” now occupies a central place in the
SDGs literature, sustainable and cleaner production topics such as urban green infras-
tructure remain largely unaddressed and peripheral. Of the 66 studies that addressed
urban-ecosystem services, only two considered urban green infrastructure for deliver-
ing ecosystem services to achieve the SDGs. Available knowledge on UGI tends to be
fragmented and focuses on specific urban challenges rather than on addressing the rapid
systemic change needed to achieve the 2030 UN agenda.
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We conclude that when it comes to the SDGs, ecosystem services are largely consid-
ered independently of the UGI that delivers them. This has serious implications. UGI is the
network that sustains the provision of ecosystem services. If policymakers, practitioners,
and researchers do not recognise, or develop, UGI through evidence-based research, cities
may struggle to strengthen urban ecosystems to deliver the increased quantity of sustain-
able services necessary to meet growing cities and the large urban populations of tomorrow.
Current infrastructure developed in today’s rapidly urbanising environments will also
miss out on evidence-based decision-making necessary to align future development with
global sustainability targets. Further and more generally, it suggests that researchers and
policymakers are not considering UGI enough as a viable and sustainable alternative to
conventional urban infrastructures. To address these shortcomings, we recommend that
transdisciplinary research is more vigorously promoted and applied to research, to ensure
urban developmental pathways consider the potential of urban green infrastructure to con-
tribute to the 2030 global sustainability agenda. Transdisciplinarity offers a framework to
structure interactions between scientists, design professionals, and urban governments so
that research is socially relevant and so that infrastructure is based upon solid sustainability
science and cleaner production principles. Ensuring such solution-based approaches are
successful will take considerably more research. Ominously, our temporal analysis of the
Web of Science database found that the annual production of research literature on the
SDGs decreased in 2018. This occurred despite there being major challenges and research
gaps that remain.

To address this knowledge gap, this study argues for scientists, designers, planners,
and all those involved in the production of urban knowledge and GI to engage with
the SDGs and design research projects that provide connections with new areas of SDG
knowledge. Such trends and lacunae need to be urgently addressed through renewed
transdisciplinary research efforts.

Our study is, of course, limited to the WoS database, but this comprehensive global
scientific resource is a strong indicator of current trends. We looked beyond this resource
to guide our discussion and insights into urban green infrastructure, and it is evident that
professional and government grey literature provides insights on the practical application
of UGI to urban environments. In general, we found that these two sources of knowledge
are lacking through their fragmentation and isolation. Despite focused interest in green
spaces and green infrastructure around the world, how this resource can be expanded
and applied to a range of formidable problems specifically posed by the SDGs remains
largely unaddressed. These two ways of thinking, the scientific and the design based,
need to be more closely linked through transdisciplinary approaches to generate a better
understanding of solution and evidence-based strategies for delivering the SDGs. Promis-
ingly, clusters of knowledge promoting transdisciplinarity have emerged. Approaches
such as co-design, collaboration, stakeholder engagement, and community knowledge
can promote transdisciplinarity across science and design disciplines. These approaches
need to be better promoted and adopted by these stakeholder groups. Such approaches
distribute transformation across and between the knowledge silos that urban infrastruc-
ture is currently delivered within. Specifically, this study argues for scientists, designers,
planners, and all those involved in the production of urban knowledge and UGI to engage
with the SDGs and design research projects that generate connections with new areas of
SDG knowledge.
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